Art Department Galleries
Exhibition Agreement

EXHIBITOR(S) ____________________________________________
SHOW DATES _____________________________________________
LOCATION _______________________________________________

Exhibitions will generally run one week from Friday at 12:45pm through the following Friday at 12:00pm

The transportation of works to and from the gallery will be your responsibility.

It is the responsibility of the exhibitor(s) to make arrangements to open and close the gallery daily.

The security of works on view are the responsibility of the exhibitor.

Alcoholic beverages will not be served at the opening.

Maintenance and repair of the space for issues directly related to the exhibition are the responsibility of the exhibitor(s). The exhibitor(s) should not plan any installation that might cause irreparable damage to the gallery and/or is considered unsafe to gallery visitors. (For building structural or electrical issues that arise contact Josh Wampole Facilities Manager, at jwampole@wisc.edu).

Any tools or items marked property of the UW Art Dept. will not be removed from the premises.

The exhibitor(s) will remove all objects, hardware, fasteners, marks, and other detritus related to their exhibition.

I HAVE READ AND AGREE TO THE ABOVE CONDITIONS

EXHIBITOR or Exhibitors Representative Signature __________________________ DATE ______